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decision-making processes 
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patterns of neural activities 
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The MUCCA Project

Ultimate Goal: quantifying strengths and solving weaknesses of new and state of

the art xAI methods

Strategy: study xAI in heterogenous use cases from High Energy Physics (HEP), 

medical imaging, diagnosis of pulmonary, tracheal and nasal disease, neuroscience

Collaboration that brings together researchers from different fields

- High Energy Physics

- Applied Physics to Medicine

- Neuroscience

- Computer science

different data, learning tasks,
scientific questions

Multidisciplinarity
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The countermanding task and the LATER model
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doi: 10.3389/fnint.2014.00067

Stimulus

Decision signal

Threshold

Ramp rate r

Response

• 2 monkeys (Piero, Cornelio) are trained to move their 

hand from a central location in a touch screen toward 

targets presented on the periphery (Go signal). 

• In a subset of trials animals were required to cancel the 

planned movement after the appearance of a Stop signal 

after a delay SSD (Stop Signal Delay).

• We mapped the recorded reaction time (RT; from Go 

signal to Movement onset) onto a ramping decision 

variable as predicted by the high-level theoretical model.

In the LATER model, after a stimulus, a decision signal 

(DS) starts and rises towards a threshold. Once the 

threshold is reached, the decision is made for a particular 

action. The rising rate of DS varies from trial to trial, forming 

a ramp with a slope tied to the inverse of the trial RT

RT

https://doi.org/10.3389%2Ffnint.2014.00067


From neural recordings to theoretical ramps
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We trained an Artificial Neural Network to build a map between MUA 
and the ramping process providing no external information

experimental context: processing in premotor cortex during a motor decision task
• nature of the data: simultaneous recordings from 96 channels neural population 
activity (Multi-Unit Activity: 96-dimensional non-stationary time series)
• ~5000 trials, average duration 3s, two subjects

Causal ANN

Early RT estimation is performed through a linear fit of the reconstructed ramp before <SSD>



Artificial Neural Networks models architecture
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An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is trained to reproduce the theoretical ramp from neural recordings data 
• Causal Architecture → A point on the ramp is inferred only from past data
• Only neural data is provided as input with no “experimental context”

Two architectures tested
WaveNet inspired architecture  → Sequence to Sequence causal ANN ramp decoding from the neural data 
with a long memory (Easier task)

Multi Layer Perceptron → Regress the position on the ramp from a 20 ms snapshot of neural activity 
(Harder task)
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Performance evaluation and generalization

Main results

• Inter session generalization

• Performance are 

maintained on wrong stop 

trials

• The ANN can be used to

estimate RT on correct stop

trials . . .

• Results for the two subjects (Piero 6 sessions, Cornelio 8 sessions)
• Each Test Session is tested independently to check the generalization over time (Training only on different sessions)
• Early prediction are performed trough extrapolation of the ramp fitted on the [GO, mean SSD] interval 
• The network is trained only on No stop trials
• The network is trained on both subject Movement onset can be predicted with good accuracy 

at single trial level



“Ghost” RT prediction from Correct 
Stops
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RT – SSD (s)

Early RT estimation can be used on Correct Stop trials where 
movement is correctly inhibited → “Ghost RT”

Stop-signal reaction time estimated 
as the time that best discriminates 
between real and ghost RTs

Wrong stops - real RTs
(measured)

Correct stops - ghost RTs
(inferred)Wrong Stops: real RTs

Correct Stops: ghost RTs

In accordance with 
“behavioural” measure 
(integration method)

Piero

Cornelio



Training Influence and generalization
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Instance-based interpretation methods 

→ Interpretation is given by a score that measure 

“relations” between every training sample and the test 

sample.

The notion of influence functions is a popular 

instance-based interpretability 

If removing some X in the training set results in a 

large difference on the prediction of Z, then X is 

very important for the prediction of Z .

TracIn is a theoretically sound and computationally 

effective way to estimate Influence

TracIn arxiv.org/abs/2002.08484
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Inter Subject learning is present at deep 
convolutional layers  (mutual Influence)
Shared representation ?
The two subject as different examples of the 
same process?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.04730


Can we found 
“important electrodes” 
on the array?

Where is, in time, the 
information used to build 
the ramp?

Looking at the data through the eyes of the ANN model
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• Saliency maps (integrated gradients) → patterns of spatially relevant electrodes during the inference of the ramp
• New “Functional explainability” xAI based on local inversion → Example of Information in time 

• Perturbation can be performed in  a “principled” manner 

GO

RT

Piero Cornelio
Most important electrodes during the inference of the 
ramp, average over many trials. Saliency is sparce.
Results from the MLP ANN

Most of the 
information about 
the slope before
the GO?

IG: arXiv:1703.01365

https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01365


Conclusions
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• We trained an Artificial Neural Network to build a map between neural recordings and a 
theoretical behavioral model

• This approach has interesting performance and generalization capabilities.
• In particular inferring the “ramp” can lead to a better understanding of the 

underlying processes
• New xAI opportunity → Output perturbation trough theoretical model parameters

• We applied xAI techniques for getting more insight on neural data

• We can find important temporal and spatial patterns in the data (saliency, model 
inversion)

• Influence function can help understanding what information is used to generalize
over time.

• Influence function can help understanding how ANN are building data 
representation.



Conclusions and perspective
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• AI and xAI tools can be used in the experimental setting and design

• Once trained, the inference is very fast. These ANN architecture can be 
easily ported for Real Time applications

• xAI algorithms can be used to check how AI models are working but 
hopefully we can use them also to learn something more about the 
underlying process

• xAI algorithms as a Discovery Tools



Thank you for your attention
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andrea.ciardiello@roma1.infn.it
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BACKUP
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“Correction” in the prediction.
From a bad ramp to the true one

RT estimation from Threshold is usually better than early 
estimation from FIT

What we can learn from the mistakes in 
ramp generation?



Learning from the NN errors
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C-20140529

P-20140109

P-20140701

• On top 5% worse ramps generated there is a typical pattern of the 
NN error.

• Ramps seems to rapidly switch going from a wrong inclination to the 
correct one.

• The max of the error is just before mean SSD for the session.

This result is observed in both subjects and for multiple sessions 
indicating a probable “two ramps” model in the data

max of the error



Test details: Results on Non Stop ● Each session is tested with a network 
trained on all other session,

● Both monkeys are in the training set

● Results for the early estimation from the 
ramp fit (FIT)
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Performance evaluation and generalization 
(Wrong Stop)

Main results

• Movement onset can be 

predicted with good 

accuracy 

• Performance are 

maintained on wrong stop 

trials

• Results for the two subjects (Piero 6 sessions, Cornelio 8 sessions)
• Each Test Session is tested independently to check the generalization over time (Training only on different sessions)
• Early prediction are performed trough extrapolation of the ramp fitted on the [GO, mean SSD] interval 
• The network is trained only on No stop trials



We can obtain the ramp from a network with a large receptive 
field but it can be also found from small “snapshot” of activity
● 20 ms windows (4 steps)
● No time reference for the prediction

A change in the architecture: lets 
work with a very simple MLP



The task here is: Given the state of the brain (as measured 
from the electrodes) where we are in the ramp?

● We can build ramps reasonable well also from this 
“instantaneous” windows of activity



Countermanding as a “ramping model”
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Ramp

• Movement when Go process crosses a threshold θ (RT = first passage time)
• The model effectively maps a RT into a (simple) function (RT determines 

ramp slope: m = θ / RT)

Wrong Stops: real RTs

Correct Stops: ghost RTs



Training Influence 

Gain from training with example z in loss of example z’

For small weights update:



TracIn



Two monkey, trials ordered by RT

Score normalized to absolute 
maximum

Piero on
Piero

Piero on
Cornelio

Cornelio on
Piero

28/05

29/05



Integrated Gradients

The point you 
want to explain

A “reference” 
point

The gradient of your network 
integrated along a linear 
path that connect the 
reference and the point

● For a linear model IG is just the weights times the difference 
between the reference and the point of interest

● For explaining our ramp at time t a good reference is the time 
step before  (With a linera model as an example)

● (trust me on this) The sum over all the IG score for 
the input is then equal to the ramp increase 

Each score attributed to one 
electrode in the time windows is 
how much it contributed to the 
Ramp increase



Single trial saliency
● Saliency averaged over the first part of the ramp (before SSD)

● Saliency (IG) normalized to maximum over the window
● Saliency over the grid is bulked at zero
● More positive than negative saliency (ramp increment is always 

positive)

● Highlighted on the grid: Best 5% (positive or negative)

Time window used as input (20 ms)
Averaged over the ramp



“Functional” explainability

Input neural activity
Small input variation

Output ramp

Neural activity change to produce an 
infinitesimal slope variation in the ramp

Most of the information about 
the slope before the GO?

Varying RT amounts to 
varying the ramp’s 
slope

GO

RT

Where is, in time, the information 
used to build the ramp?



UNTRAINED

Error on ramps

TRAINED

Response to output perturbation for 
the Trained network

● It is not an effect of the causal architecture 


